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C.Broto, R.Levi, R.Oliver p-local finite group [1], [2] ,
pcompletion , Puig fusion system
, fusion
. , , Brauer ,
$G$ $G$ Sylow p-subgroup $P$ $N_{G}(P)$ ( block defect
) . , Brou\’e’s Conjecture $P$ , $G$ $N_{G}(P)$
block , . ,
Brou\’e Conjecture , fusion (perfect isometry)
. ( $P$ $G$ $N_{G}(P)$ $P$ fusion
) , , fusion perfect isometry
. Brou\’e’s Conjecture , $P$
. Fusion ($P$ ) ,
. , $P$ $P^{3}$ extra specail $P$-group
. , ,
. , . (
) ,
, ,
, . $P$ . , isometry
$p=2$ .
1. FUSION SYSTEMS
, saturated fusion system . $G$ $H$ , $C_{G}(H)$ $H$ $G$
.
1. $P$ ? . Saturated fusion system $\mathcal{F}$ over $P$ , $P$
, .
(i) $\mathcal{F}$ $Q_{1},$ $Q_{2}$ , $Q_{1}$ $Q_{2}$ $P$ $Hom_{P}(Q_{1}, Q_{2})$
$\mathcal{F}$ $Hom_{\mathcal{F}}(Q_{1}, Q_{2})$ .
(ii) $\mathcal{F}$ $Q_{1},$ $Q_{2}$ , $Hom_{\mathcal{F}}(Q_{1}, Q_{2})$ $\varphi$ $\mathcal{F}$ $\varphi$ : $Q_{1}arrow\varphi(Q_{1})$
$i:\varphi(Q_{1})\subseteq Q_{2}$ .
(iii) $Q$ $\mathcal{F}$ . , $\varphi$ $|N_{P}(Q)|\geq|N_{P}(\varphi(Q))|$
$|C_{P}(Q)|\geq|C_{P}(\varphi(Q))|$ .
(iv) $\mathcal{F}$ $Q$ , $Hom_{P}(Q, Q)$ Hom$F(Q, Q)$ Sylow $P$ .
(v) $Q$ $\mathcal{F}$ . $\varphi\in Hom_{F}(Q, P)$ $\varphi’$ $|C_{P}(\varphi(Q))|\geq|C_{P}(\varphi’\varphi(Q)|$
, $N=\{g\in N_{P}(Q)|\varphi c_{g}\varphi^{-1}\in Aut_{P}(\varphi(Q))\}$ ( , $c_{g}$ $g$
), $Q$ $\varphi$ $\tilde{\varphi}\in Hom_{\mathcal{F}}(N, P)$ .
Sylow $P$ $P$ $G$ , $\mathcal{F}c$ $P$ , $P$
$Q_{1},$ $Q_{2}$ $Hom_{F_{G}}(Q_{1}, Q_{2})$ $G$ $Q_{1}$ $Q_{2}$
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$Hom_{F_{G}}(Q_{1}, Q_{2})=\{c_{g} : Q_{1}arrow Q_{2}|g\in G, g^{-1}Q_{1}g\subseteq Q_{2}\}$
, $c_{9}(J:)=g^{-1}xg$ , $(x\in Q_{1})$ , $\mathcal{F}c$ $P$ saturated fusion system .
Fusion system centric radical .
2. (i) $\mathcal{F}$ $Q$ $\varphi$ , $\varphi(Q)\geq C_{P}(\varphi(Q))$ , $Q$ $\mathcal{F}$-centric
.
(i1) $\mathcal{F}$ $Q$ , Out$F(Q)=Hom_{F}(Q, Q)/Hom_{Q}(Q, Q)$ . $O_{p}(Out_{f}(Q))$
, $Q$ $\mathcal{F}$-radical .
Alperin fusion theorem , saturated fusion system $\mathcal{F}$ , $\mathcal{F}$-centric $\mathcal{F}$-radical
full subcategory .
$p^{3}$ , $P$ extra special $\Psi$group $p_{+}^{1+2}$ . $\mathcal{F}^{e}$ elementary
abelian , $\mathcal{F}$-centric $\mathcal{F}$-radical . ( : $P$ saturated fusion
system $\mathcal{F}$ , $P$ $\mathcal{F}$-centric $\mathcal{F}$-radical . $P=p_{+}^{1+2}$ ,
$P$ $\mathcal{F}$-centric $\mathcal{F}$-radical $P^{2}$ elementary abelian )
$P=p_{+}^{1+2}$ saturated fusion system Out$r(P)$ $\mathcal{F}$-centric $\mathcal{F}$-radical
. , .
3. (Ruiz, Viruel [12]) $P=p_{+}^{1+2}$ . , $P$ saturated fusion system $\mathcal{F}$
$Out_{f}(P)$ $|\mathcal{F}^{c}|$ .
, Ruiz, Viruel $P$ saturated fusion system . ,
$n$ $n$ $n$ , $S_{n},$ $A_{n\}}D_{n},$ $SD_{n}$ , $n$ , $n$
, $n$ , $n$ . , $B$ $A$ .,
$A:B$ . [5] .
, $P$ saturated fusion system . , $P\cong p_{+}^{1+2}$
$G$ Sylow $P$ , $G$ T.I. (trivial intersection) , $|\mathcal{F}_{G}^{e}|=0$ , $\mathcal{F}_{G}$
$Out_{\mathcal{F}_{G}}(P)$ .
, $p\leq 13$ “sporadic” saturated fusion system . , $p_{+}^{1+2}$
Sylow $p$ $p\leq 13$ , $p_{+}^{1+2}$
Ruiz, Viruel saturated fusion system , $p\leq 13$
saturated fusion system .
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4. $p=7$ , none saturated fusion system $\mathcal{F}$
, $\mathcal{F}=\mathcal{F}_{G}$ $G$ . (
, $G$ $\mathcal{F}=\mathcal{F}_{G}$ ) ,
, none .
Sylow $p$- $p_{+}^{1+2}$ , , $O_{p’}(G)=\{1\}$
. $p=3$ [13] . saturated
fusion system .
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, $(^{*})$ fusion system Out $(P)$ $Z(P)$
.
5. (i) $3A_{6}$ : $2_{1}\cong 3S_{6},3A_{6}$ : $2_{2}\cong 3PGL_{2}(3^{2}),$ $3A_{6}$ : $2_{3}\cong 3M_{10}$ .
(ii) $3A_{6}$ : $2^{2}\cong 3S_{6}$ : $2=Aut(3A_{6})=Aut(3S_{6}),$ $3S_{7}=Aut(3A_{7})$ .
(iii) $PGU_{3}(2^{2})\cong 3^{2}$ : $SL_{2}(3),$ $PGU_{3}(2^{2}):\langle\sigma\rangle\cong 3^{2}$ : $GL_{2}(3),$ $SU_{3}(2^{2})\cong P:Q_{8},$ $SU_{3}(2^{2}):\langle\sigma\rangle\cong$
$P:SD_{16}$ , $\sigma$ F4 Galois .
(iv) $U_{3}(3):2=Aut(U_{3}(3))=G_{2}(2),$ $L_{3}(3):2=Aut(L_{3}(3)),$ $M_{12}$ : $2=Aut(M_{12}),$ $J_{2}$ : $2=$
$Aut(J_{2}),$ $3M_{22}$ : $2=Aut(3M_{22})$ , He: $2=Aut(He)$ .
$p>3$ .
2. BROU\’E $S$ PERFECT ISOMETRY CONJECTURE
. ( [7] )
$\zeta$ : 1 $n$- ($n$ ), $\mathcal{P}$ : $\mathbb{Z}[\zeta]$ $\mathcal{P}\cap \mathbb{Z}=pZ$ ,
$R:\mathbb{Z}[\zeta]$ $\mathcal{P}$ , $k$ : $R/\mathcal{P}R$ ( P) ,
$Irr(G):G$ .
$Irr(G)$$\gamma_{J}\text{ _{}\iota_{-}\text{ }lh\text{ }\langle \text{ }\# 1\text{ }|a^{\backslash }\text{ }.\chi\in Irr(G)\backslash }^{}$
$,\mathbb{Q}(\zeta)kkFh,$ $G$ $\text{ ^{}\prime}\backslash \backslash$ $ffl$ $l^{\vee}\llcorner 7\backslash f1_{\vee}$ $\Re$
$\gamma_{f\text{ . }f^{\wedge},\frac{|G|}{\text{ ^{}xt}1\not\leq}\in \mathbb{Z},\forall\chi\in}\iota_{\llcorner}^{}$
$,d(\chi)$
$r(\chi)’\llcorner$
$\frac{|G|}{\chi(1)}=p^{d(\chi)}r(\chi)$ , $(p,r(\chi))=1$ .
$d(\chi)$ . $r(\chi)$ $\chi$ rdefect, presidue . $\chi_{1},$ $\chi_{2}\in Irr(G)$ $\chi\iota\sim\chi_{2}$
.
$\chi_{1}\sim\chi_{2}\Leftrightarrow\frac{|G|\chi_{1}(g)}{|C_{G}(g)|\chi_{1}(1)}\equiv\frac{|G|\chi_{2}(g)}{|C_{G}(g)|\chi_{2}(1)}$ mod $\mathcal{P},$ $\forall g\in G$
(Note: $\mathbb{Z}[\zeta]$ ) $\sim$ , $Irr(G)$ ( $p$
) $\mathcal{P}$ . $p\cdot block$ .
$B$ $G$ block .
$e_{B}= \sum_{\chi\in B}\frac{\chi(1)}{|G|}\sum_{g\in G}\chi(g^{-1})g$.
, $e_{-}$ , $-oup$ algebra $RG$ $Z(RG)$ idem. otent ( $B$ block idem-
potent ) , $B$ $\sum_{B}e_{B}$ $RG$ . , $e_{B}RG$
, $RG$ R-subalgebra ( , $e_{B}$ ) R-algebra $RG= \prod_{B}e_{B}RG$
.
$\chi\in Irr(G)$ block $B$ , ( $\chi$ $R$- $RG$
) $\chi(e_{B})\neq 0$ . , ( ) $RG$- $M$ $Me_{B}\neq\{0\}$
, $M$ $B$ , ( ) $kG$- $N$ $N\overline{e_{B}}\neq\{0\}$
, $N$ $B$ . , $\overline{e_{B}}$ , $e_{B}$ $RGarrow kG$ .
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$B$ $G$ $p- f$ ) $1()ck$ . $\chi\in B$ ,
$\frac{|G|\chi(g)}{|C_{G}(g)|\chi(1)}\not\in \mathcal{P}$
$g\in G$ , $C_{G}(g)$ Sylow $P$ . ,
$G$ .
$B$ defect . p-block , $\chi\in B$
. $B$ defect $D$ $P^{d}$ , $B$ defect $d$ , $d$
$d(B)$ . , $|D|=p^{d(B)}$ . , .
$d(B)= \max\{d(\chi)|\chi\in B\}$ .
, $(p, \chi(1))=1$ $\chi$ p-block $B$ , $B$ defect Sylow $P$
. $block$ block . block defect Sylow
.
$G$ $D$ , Brauer , defect $D$ $G$
p-block defect $D$ $N_{G}(D)$ p-block
. $B$ $G$ block defect $D$ , $B’$ $N_{G}(D)$ block
$B$ Brauer . Brou\’e’s Conjecture , ,
. , defect .
6. (Brou\’e [3], [4]) $B$ $B’$ defect $D$ ?
(i) (Perfect Isometry Conjecture) $f$ : $Barrow B’$ $\epsilon$ : $Barrow\{\pm 1\}$ ,
$\mu(g, h)=\sum_{\chi\in B}\epsilon(\chi)\chi(g)f(\chi)(h)$
, $(g\in G, h\in N_{G}(D))$
;
(P1) $\mu(g, h)\neq 0\Rightarrow$
$g$ $P$ \, , $P$
.
(P2) $\mu(g, h)/|C_{G}(g)|$ $\mu(g,$ $)/|C_{N_{G}(D)}($ $)|$ $R$ .
(ii) (Derived Equivalence Conjecture) $e_{B}RG$ $e_{b}RN_{G}(D)$
?
$D^{b}(mod (e_{B}RG))\cong D^{b}(mod (e_{B’}RN_{G}(D))$ ?
(iii) (Splendid Equivalence Conjecture, Rickard [10]) $C_{i}$ $p$-permutation $\Delta(D)$-
$R(G\cross N_{G}(D))$ - , $RG- RN_{G}(D)$- , $RG$- $RN_{G}(D)-$
( , $\Delta(D)=\{(g,$ $g^{-1})|g\in D\}$ )
$C:...arrow C_{i+1}arrow C_{i}arrow\cdots$
$C\otimes_{RN_{G}(D)}C^{*}\cong e_{B}RG$ $C^{*}\otimes_{RG}C\cong e_{B’}RN_{G}(D)$ (homotopy equivalence)
? , $C$ , $D^{b}(mod (e_{B}RG))$ $D^{b}(mod (e_{B’}RN_{G}(D))$
.
7. (i) $\cdot p$-permutation \Delta (D)- , $\Delta(D)$-
$G\cross N,,(D)$- .
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(i1) Conjecture (iii) $R(G\cross N_{G}(D))$-
$k(G\cross N_{G}(D))$ - .
(iii) , $G$ $N_{G}(D)$ block , $\lceil_{\mu}$ perfect $isometry\rfloor$ $derived$
$equivalence\rfloor\lceil_{SP}1endidequivalence\rfloor$ , block .
$Brou\acute{e}^{!}s$ Conjecture Conjecture 6 (i) Rickard
, (iii) . , .
8. (Brouc;) Derived Equivalence Conjecture Perfect Isometry Conjecture
.
3. RELATIVELY PERFECT ISOMETRIES
Brou\’e’s Conjecture (i) (iil)
. (iii) , Brou\’e ( 8) ,
perfect isometry , (P1), (P2) . , (P2)
(P3) .
(P3) $\mu(g_{!}$ $)\neq 0\Rightarrow(g_{P}, h_{p})\in GxN_{G}(D)\Delta(D)$ .
, $g_{p}$ $g$ $P$- , $G,$ $G$ $K,$ $G$ $g$ , $g\in GK$ $g$
$G$- $K$ . $(P3)\Rightarrow(P1)$ .
(P2) .
$P$ , $Q$ $P$ . $Irr(P)$ , , $P$
$\mathbb{Z}Irr(P)$ . , $X(P;Q)$ $V(P;Q)$ .
9. $X(P;Q)=\{\chi\in \mathbb{Z}Irr(P)|\chi(g)=0, \forall g\in P\backslash Q\},$ $V(P;Q)=Ind\uparrow_{Q}^{P}(\mathbb{Z}Irr(Q))$ .
$V(P;Q)$ $Q$ $P$ $P$ . $X(P;Q)$ ,
$V(P;Q)$ $\mathbb{Z}Irr(P)$ $\mathbb{Z}$ , $V(P;Q)\subseteq X(P;Q)$
. .
10. (Robinson [11]) $p^{c}X(P;Q)\subseteq V(P;Q)$ $c$ . , $V(P;Q)$
$X(P;Q)$ $\mathbb{Z}$-rank .
, $P$ $Q$ , $c(P;Q)$ .
11. $P$ , $Q$ $P$ . $p^{c}X(P;Q)\subseteq V(P;Q)$ $c$
$c(P;Q)$ .
12. (i) $X(P;\{1\})$ $V(P;\{1\})$ $\mathbb{Z}$ $P$ ,
$c(P;\{1\})=0$ . , $P$ $c(P;[P, P])=0$ .
(ii) $P=p_{+}^{1+2}$ . , $\psi=(1_{1^{P,P]}})t_{[P,P]}^{P}$ , $\chi_{1},$ $\chi_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $\chi_{p-1}$ $P$
$P$ . $X(P;[P, P])$ $\mathbb{Z}$ $\psi,$ $\chi_{1},$ $\chi_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $\chi_{p-1}$
, $V(P;[P, P])$ $\mathbb{Z}$ $\psi,$ $p\chi_{1},$ $p\chi_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $p\chi_{p-1}$ .
$c(P, [P, P])=1$ .
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13. ( $g$ , ) $\in G\cross H$ , $S_{1},$ $S_{2}$ $C_{G}(g),$ $C_{H}$ ( ) Sylow $P$ .
, $d(g, h)$ .
$p^{d(g,h)}= \min\{|S_{1}||S_{2}|/|(S_{1}\cross S_{2})\cap((Q\cross Q)\Delta(P))^{(x,y)}| : (x.y)\in G\cross H\}$
14. $d(g, h)$ $S_{1},$ $S_{2}$ , , 9, $h$ $q$ $G$- , $h$ $H$-
. , $|Q|=1$ , $P^{d(g,h)} \geq\max\{|S_{1}|, |S_{2}|\}$
.
15. $P$ , $Q$ $P$ . $B,$ $B’$ $G,$ $H$ block
, $G,$ $H$ Sylow $P$ $P$ . $G\cross H$ $\mu$ R^
, $\mu$ Q-perfect .
$(P’ 1)\mu(g, h)\neq 0\Rightarrow(g_{p}, \text{ _{}P})\in cxH(QxQ)\Delta(P)$ .
$(P’ 2)g\in cQ$ $h\not\in HQ$ , , $9\not\in GQ$ $h\in HQ$ , $\mu(g,$ $)/p^{d(g.h)}$ $\urcorner^{1}p^{eF;\varpi^{R}}$
. $R$ .
$f$ : $Barrow B’$ $\epsilon$ : $Barrow\{\pm 1\}$ ,
$\mu(g, h)=\sum_{\chi\in B}\epsilon(\chi)\chi(g)f(\chi)($
$)$ , $(g\in G, h\in H)$
Q-perfect , $B$ $B’$ Q-perfectly isometric .
16. (i) $l^{l}$ $\{1\}$-perfect , $P$ $Q$ Q-perfect .
(ii) 12(i) 14 , $\mu$ {1}-perfect $\mu$ (P2) (P3) . ,
$\{1\}$-perfect isometry perfect lsometry .
(iii) $B$ $B’$ splendid equivalent , $B,$ $B’$ $\{1\}$-Perfectly isometric .
(iv) $\mu$ p-permutation ( $Q$ $\cross$ Q)\Delta (P)- R(G $\cross$ H)- , $\mu$
$(P’ 1)$ , , ($g$ , ) $\in G\cross H$ $\mu(g, h)/P^{d(g,h)}\in R$ . (
[7], IV.7.4, [10], P.348 [6], P.143.) , isometry
$R(G\cross H)$- ( , ) , $P^{c(P;Q)}$
p-permutation $(QxQ)\Delta(P)$ - .
(v) $x\in P$ , $C_{G}(x),$ $C_{H}(x)$ isotypy .
, $\tau\in P\backslash Q$ , $C_{2}\neg(x),$ $C_{H}(x)$ $Q$-isotypy
.
Brou\’e Perfect Isometry Conjecture , .
17. $G$ $H$ Sylow $P$ $P$ , $B,$ $B’$ $G,$ $H$
block . $\mathcal{F}_{G}=\mathcal{F}_{H}$ , $Q\leq Z(P)\cap[P, P]$ $Q$ , $B$ $B’$
Q-perfect isometric , Q-perfect isometry p-defect p-residue
.
18. (i) $P$ , $\mathcal{F}_{G}=\mathcal{F}_{N_{G}(P)}$ . (Burnside ) ,
, (Perfect isometry \langle $\{1\}- perfec,t$ isometry ) Brou\’e
Perfect Isometry Conjecture .
(ii) Perfect Isometry Conjecture ( 6) , $\mu$ block perfect isometry ,
, isometry $\mu defect$ p-residue .
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(iii) p-block $B$ . , Sylow $P$
fusion system Sylow B-subpair fusion system .
17 , .
19. (Narasaki, Uno [9]) $P=p_{+}^{1+2}$ , 17 .
$P=p_{+}^{1+2}$ , splendid equivalence . , $\{1\}-$
perfect isometry . , $Z(P)$-perfect isometry
. ( : $Z(P)$ $[P,$ $P]$ , $P$ )
$\mathcal{F}$ $P=p_{+}^{1+2}$ saturated fusion system . Sylow \Psi $P$ $G$
$\mathcal{F}=\mathcal{F}_{G}$ , $G$ $P$- $G$- .
, $G$ block $B_{0}(G)$
$k(B_{0}(G))$ $\ell(B_{0}(G))$ $k(B_{0}(G))-\ell(B_{0}(G))$ $\mathcal{F}$ .
, , block $B_{0}(G)$ , $d(\chi)=3,$ $d(\chi)=2$
$k_{0}(B_{0}(G)),$ $k_{1}(B_{0}(G))$ , $k_{0}(B_{0}(G)),$ $k_{1}(B_{0}(G))$ Out $(P)$ , $\ell(B_{0}(G))$
$\mathcal{F}$ ( , Out $(P)$ $|\mathcal{F}^{e}|$) , $p=3$ .
Sylow 3- $P$ 3 $C_{3}$ wreath product $C_{3}lC_{3}$
.
20. ([14]) $p=3$ .
(i) $PSL_{4}(4)$ $PSU_{4}(2^{2})$ block {1}-perfect isometry .
(ii) $PSL_{6}(2)$ $PSp_{6}(2)$ block $Z(P)$-perfect isometry .
$Q$ Q-perfect isometry , ,
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